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ABSTRACT
Silicon photovoltaic (PV) is a promising solution for energy shortage and
environmental pollution. We are experiencing an era when PV is exponentially increasing.
Global cumulative installation had reached 380 GW in 2017. Among which, silicon-based
PV productions share more than 90% market. Performance of the first two-generation
commercial popular silicon solar cells − Al-BSF and PERC − are limited by metal/Si
contacts, where interface defects significantly reduce the open-circuit voltage. In this
context, full-area passivation concepts are proposed for c-Si solar cells, with expectation
to enhance the efficiency via reducing carrier recombination loss at the contact regions. In
this thesis, poly silicon on oxide (POLO) passivating contact is developed for high
efficiency c-Si solar cells. We unveiled the working mechanisms of POLO cells and then
optimized the device performance based on our conclusion.
We use boiling nitric acid to oxidize c-Si surface, which is of significance to
determine the POLO working mechanisms. Phosphorus and boron doped silicon films are
deposited by plasma enhanced vapor deposition (PECVD) or low-pressure vapor
deposition (LPCVD) followed by high temperature (>800°C) annealing. SiOx structural
evolution

process under different annealing temperature was observed and the

corresponding effects on passivation have been elucidated. The carrier transport
mechanisms in the POLO contact annealed at high temperature, e.g. 800°C − 900°C, were
explored. We unveil that carrier transport in POLO structure is a combination of tunneling
and pinhole transport, but dominant at varied temperature regions.
Phosphorus-doped n-type POLO contact is optimized by several parameters, such as
doping concentration, film thickness, annealing temperature, film deposition temperature,
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film relaxation time during annealing process, etc. We successfully obtained minority
carrier lifetime over 10ms and contact resistivity lower than 30 mΩ·cm2. Boron-doped ptype POLO contact is also optimized by changing the doping concentration and annealing
temperature. Finally, further hydrogen passivation is applied to enhance p-type POLO
contact passivation, achieving an iVoc>690 mV, J0 <5 fA/cm2 and contact resistivity 1.3
mΩ·cm2. With the optimized n-type and p-type POLO contacts, an efficiency over 18% is
achieved on n-type c-Si solar cells with a flat front surface.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Solar Energy
Since the British industrial revolution, the human has came into an explosive growth
era with expanding materialized life. The world’ population has increased with material
substance enrichment. After around 150 years’ developments, the world population has
increased from 1 billion to over 7.5 billion. Megacity (over 10 million residents) has
emerged all over the world. However, the resources for human living substance are limited,
especially energy sources. Fossil energy is the basis for national economic growth. On the
other hand, fossil energy consumption threatens the human health, as well as the global
climate, for instance, species extinction, air pollution, respiratory diseases, etc are the result
of global warming, These phenomenons have motivated human to investigate clean and
renewable energy to satisfy human’s increasing energy needs.
Renewable energy is composed of wind power, wave power, geothermal, solar
energy and so on. The global renewable energy technologies installed capacity in 2017
shown in figure 1, reported by international renewable energy agency (IRENA). Top three
renewable energy are hydropower, onshore wind, and solar photovoltaic. Compared with
other renewable energy, solar energy is free, abundant and recognized as a promising
alternative resource for traditional fossil fuels. Now if we perform an approximate
calculation of the overall sun power we can utilize: most of the earth surface is irradiated
by sun power around half time in one year, considering the earth radius as 6400 Km and
the concluded solar energy is around 105 W, which is 10 million times energy power than
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Three Gorges Dam (world’s largest power station) installed capacity enough to supply all
human energy need [1].

Figure 1: Overall global renewable energy technologies installed capacity in 2017 [2]

Technologies to convert solar energy to electric power are known as solar cells. Solar
cells convert solar energy to electricity, thus to supply human needs. During the first stage
of solar energy utilization, the percentage of light harvest determines the efficiency of the
solar cell. Light interacts with matter in different ways: absorption, scattering, and
reflection. These processes play a crucial role in photovoltaic energy conversion. This
conversion is conducted under a series of processes and explained by well-studied theories.
Briefly, Solar cells absorb photons that could excite electrons from a low energy state to a
state that require higher energy, then transport to the external circuit to finish solar energy
conversion process [3].

1.2 Basics of Solar Cells
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Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel et al first discovered the photovoltaic effect that the
generation of a potential difference came from junction under electromagnetic wave, in
1839 [4]. In this report, Becquerel inserted two platinum electrodes into silver chloride
dissolved acidic solution and observed the effect of current enhancement when sunlight
irradiated the device. In 1905 Albert Einstein reported the photoelectric effect, which
revealed the wave-particle property of light [5], and later theorized in wave-particle duality
by De Brogile [6]. Based on these theories, Dan Trivich first performed a theoretical
calculation on the materials band gap to predict solar cells performance[7].

Figure 2: Best research-cell efficiency [8]

Solar cell technologies have been developed at an impressive speed, after the first
fabrication of c-Si solar cell, over 6% efficiency, conducted by Bell Laboratories [9].
Different materials have been explored and optimized since then. In 1970, first III-V
semiconductor materials solar cell was developed by Zhores Alferov [10]. First thin film
solar cell fabricated by Dave E. Carlson and Chris R. Wronski produced in 1976, which is
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based on amorphous silicon films[11]. The first dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) was
published by Michael Grӓtzel in 1991 [12]. Perovskite was found to be a better
performance solar cell with a similar working principle as DSSC material by Kojima et al
in 2009 [13]. The efficiency of perovskite cells has quickly risen from 3% to 24.2%,
attracting attention all over the world. With such rapid development, applications of PV
technology have expanded from daily electricity supply to niche space exploration and
terrestrial powering. In 2017, the worldwide solar energy capacity has reached around
400𝐺𝐺 𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝. Figure 2 shows the solar cells efficiency record in 2018, reported by NREL.

More than 20 type of solar cells have been investigated. However, most of solar cells still
stay on the laboratory research phase. Main challenges of the solar cell industialization are
the limitations of technology, efficiency, and device durability against the commont
environment. Silicon solar cell have occupied solar energy market since the beginning of
the solar cells industrialization. Reliable device performance, less demanding techniques,
mature production technology make the silicon solar cells irreplaceable for PV industry.

1.3 Working Principle of the Silicon-based Solar Cells
The working principles of solar cells can be summarized into three main processes:
charge carriers generation, photo-generated charge carries separation and photo-generated
charge carrier collection.
Photons that absorbed by absorber materials could excited electrons from a low
energy state 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 to a higher energy state 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗, and the energy difference between these two
states has to be equal to the photon energy, Ei-Ej=hν. After an electron is excited from one

state to another state, a void is created in the previous lower state. This void behaved like
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a positive charge and is referred to the hole (as figure 3 shown). Thus, photon absorption
creates an electron-hole pair or so called charge carriers, in materials.

Figure 3: Schematic of the charge carrier generation

Electron-hole pairs have a persistent tendency to recombine. In order to convert solar
energy into electricity, electron-hole pair need to be separated into a free electron and a
hole, then flow to different terminals. There are two key factors for charge carrier
separation: the electrochemical potential and conductivities difference of the hole and the
electron, towards different terminals of solar cells[14]. Electron and hole will be forced
to flow towards opposite directions due to the gradient of the electrochemical potential and
the conductivity. After the separation, different conductivities for electrons and holes
become deterministic for further separation, the pathway of electrons should have higher
conductivity for electrons than for holes. Vice versa for holes pathway as figure 4 shown.

Figure 4: Schematic of electron-hole pairs separation
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In the last process, the charge carriers are extracted to external circuit and performed
as work. This is the final process that converts solar energy into electrical energy.

1.4 Development of the Silicon-based Solar Cells
Silicon is proper material for industrial solar cell, it is a stable, abundant, and
environment-friendly semiconductor. With a 1.12 eV energy band gap under room
temperature which corresponds to 1160 nm cut off wavelength, it has optimal energy band
gap for solar energy conversation according to solar spectrum [15]. Moreover, crystalline
silicon is an indirect semiconductor, which can result in a relatively lower light absorption
efficiency than direct band gap semiconducting materials, such as Ge, which is not
competitive for its high prices. However, radiative recombination is more difficult in
indirect band gap semiconductors, thus photo-generated charge carriers have longer life
time leading to a higher photo-generated charge carrier’s separation efficiency. In short,
silicon is considered the most suitable material in the field of the industrial solar cell.

1.4.1 c-Si Solar Cells: Efficiency Limitations and Corresponding Developments
After the first c-Si solar cell was fabricated, c-Si solar cells have been widely
investigated. The working principle of silicon solar cells, under illumination, is based on
the gradient of electrons and holes’ Quasi-Fermi energies and different conductivities of
electrons and holes on the way to different terminals, as we discussed in section 1.3. In
1961, William B. Shockley and Hans-Joachim Queisser report the highest efficiency
limitation theory for single-junction solar cells, due to spectral mismatch [16]. Photons
with energy lower than semiconductor band gap losses, excess energy of photons, the
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higher part compared with semiconductor band gap, released through thermalization
process, and other photon losses such as optical losses. etc. limit the maximum efficiency
of single junction solar cells. However, silicon solar cells efficiency limitation can not be
covered by the Shockley-Queisser limit, due to the indirect band gap. In 2013, Armin
Richter calculated the single junction silicon solar cells efficiency limitation under 1-sun
illumination at 25°C, 29.43% efficiency limit for crystalline silicon solar cell was revealed
[17]. First generation industrial silicon solar cells (Al-BSF solar cell) applied diffusion
junction and metal-Si contacts. However, metal-Si contacts and diffusion junction have
serious carrier recombination problems, which limited solar cell performance [18][19][20].
The first generation industrial silicon solar cells have efficiency around 18%, which is far
from the single junction silicon solar cell’s intrinsic efficiency limitation (29.43%). Lots of
efforts have been made to approach the intrinsic efficiency limitation of the single junction
silicon solar cells.
1.4.1.1 Carrier-selective Contact
Carrier selective hetero-contacts were brought out as a solution to overcome optical
and recombination limitations of heavy doping homo-contact. Carrier-selective contacts
implement bands alignments and different conductivities for holes and electrons to reduce
minority carrier density at n-type and p-type contacts respectively. Ascendancies of such
structure are reflected in its intrinsic low contact resistivity and low recombination rate
around contacts interface. Moreover, the wider band gap of doping-free material used can
significantly mitigate the optical losses compared with heavy doping junction. In 2016,
dopants free solar cells was reported and achieve >19% efficiency [21]. Moreover, carrier-
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selective materials based on silicon solar cells have been widely investigated and have
achieved good performances: [22] [23] [24] [25].
1.4.1.2 Surface passivation
Carrier recombination losses is the main limitation of silicon solar cells’ efficiency.
Recombination losses of c-Si solar cells can be classified as three types of recombinations,
i.e.

Auger

recombination,

radiative

recombination,

and

Shockley-Read-Hall

recombination. While all these three recombinations happen in the bulk, the surface defect
recombination is normally modeled by Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. With the
improvement of silicon ingot growth process, the defects of crystalline silicon bulk have
been controlled at a low level. Surface defect recombination loss is the main current losses
for c-Si and compared to silicon surface defect passivation the other recombinations were
ignorable in most cases [26]. Thus, further improvement of silicon solar cells relies on the
interface carrier recombination control. The charge carrier recombination rate Us of
semiconductor surface can be determined by the equation below:
𝐸𝐸

𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠 = (𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 − 𝑛𝑛2𝑖𝑖 ) × 𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡ℎ ∫𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶 (𝑛𝑛 +𝑛𝑛
𝑠𝑠

𝐷𝐷 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 )

1 )/𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝(𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡)+(𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠+𝑝𝑝1)/𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛(𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 )

𝑑𝑑𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡

(1)

n s, p s are carrier concentrations at semiconductor surfaces, ni is the intrinsic carrier
concentration of semiconductor. Et is the trap energy, Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level, vth is
the thermal velocity, Dit is the energy-dependent interface state density. σn and σp are
capture cross sections of electrons and holes. From equation (1), carrier recombination in
c-Si solar cells is dominated by surface carrier recombination and defects. Surface defects
such as dangling bonds, created by unbounded valence electrons on silicon bulk surface,
could induce trap states in band gap as well. Two surface passivations with different
mechanisms reducing surface state density and electron (or hole) concentration are mainly
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implemented in c-Si solar cells [27]. Firstly, surface carriers concentration n s and p s can be
diminished by field effect passivation [28], [29]. Secondly, dielectric interlayers such as
intrinsic amorphous silicon (a-Si) and SiO2 are implemented to rebound with c-Si surface
dangling bonds, which then reduce the interface defects density.
1.4.1.3 Hydrogen Passivation
Hydrogen is widely used to passivate defects and impurities in silicon-based
electronic devices. H atoms can interact with the impurities and defects of silicon bulk as
well as silicon surface by reducing the deep states of valence band conduction band [30].
Deep states in the band gap of silicon could cause the reduction of open voltage of silicon
solar cells. Moreover, silicon surface defects have unavoidable influence on silicon band
bending. Figure 5 shows the silicon band diagram with 1013 cm-2 density of dangling bonds.
In this case, a small energy barrier slightly mitigates the electrons transportation out of the
emitter. Carriers tend to recombine around the interface due to this energy barrier, resulting
in a decrease of c-Si solar cells performance.

Figure 5: bands diagram of c-Silicon with a defect density of 1013 cm-2
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To realize hydrogen passivation, hydrogen sources need to be supplied during
annealing. Atomic hydrogen can be created by hydrogen plasma, or released from atomic
hydrogen containing films like Al2O3, SiNx, and etc. [31] [32].

Figure 6: Schematic of hydrogen passivation process

Figure 6 demonstrates the processes of hydrogen passivation, hydrogen atoms or
molecules diffuse from high H+-rich films, like Al2O3 deposited by atomic layer deposition
(ALD), to silicon surface and grain boundaries during annealing process. Then, hydrogens
react with silicon dangling bonds and other vacancies to reduces defects density. Hydrogen
passivation is deemed as an efficient way of increasing the solar cells’ performance by
decreasing silicon defects density.

1.4.2 Silicon Heterojunction Solar Cells (SHJ)
SHJ solar cell is one typical concept that implements passivating contacts to
minimize carrier recombination. Solar cell’s performance improved by reducing carrier
recombination.

In 1992, the first heterojunction with intrinsic amorphous silicon

passivating layer solar cell has been reported with 18.1% efficiency [33]. Figure 7
illustrates a typical SHJ solar cell structure. Intrinsic amorphous silicon layers were
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deposited on c-Si to passivate c-Si dangling bonds. The open circuit voltage increased due
to interface defects density(c-Si surface dangling bonds density) diminished. Doped a-Si
films (n/p type) were deposited subsequently to form the electric field around interface to
reduce interface minority carrier density. a-Si/c-Si interface defects density reduction and
interface minority carrier reduction are the main reasons that SHJ solar cells can achieve
more than 720mV open-circuit voltage [34]. In 2016, Kaneka company has combined the
Interdigitated back contact (IBC) technique with SHJ concept and reached a 26.6%
efficiency with 180cm2 area solar cell which has set the c-Si solar cells record-efficiency
[35].

Figure 7: Typical structure of a SHJ solar cell.

1.4.3 Poly Silicon On Oxide (POLO) Contact Silicon Solar Cells
POLO passivating contact has same passivate concepts with SHJ solar cells. The
difference between these two kinds of solar cells are materials and fabrication temperature.
Compared with SHJ solar cells, advantages of POLO contacts solar cell are high
temperature tolerance, i.e. high-temperature silver paste applicable, and less demanding on
expensive fabrication facilities. POLO contacts solar cells are essentially a type of c-Si
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solar cell with some key improvements, for example, the SiO2 passivation layer and polySi rear contacts.
SiO2 could reduce SiO2/c-Si interface state density, due to its low density of fixed
oxide charge [36], which is known as chemical passivation. In 1978, oxidized BSF c-Si
solar cells, SiO2 interlayer worked as passivate layer, has reached 620 mV open voltage
compared with the control cells without the SiO2 thin layers which exhibited 520mv open
voltage [37]. In 1990, researchers have started to imply polycrystalline Si-based contacts
with interfacial SiO2 layer to silicon solar cell has acquired a 24 fA/cm2 (35 fA/cm2) low
recombination current density (J0) and a low contact resistivity: 18 μΩcm2 for n-type (ptype) poly-Si emitters. Feldemann and his collages have reported a boron-diffused junction
and rear POLO contact c-Si solar cell with >23% efficiency in 2013 with the structure
demonstrated below (figure 8) [38]. In 2015, over 25% efficiency c-Si solar cells with
TOPCon back contact were obtained by Dr. Martin Hermle, etc.[39]. Three years later,
POLO contact solar cell with IBC structure obtained >26% efficiency [40]. With
improvement of solar cells performance, POLO contact solar cell has demonstrated a bright
future in silicon-based solar cells industry and has become a strategy for the next generation
of high-efficiency c-Si solar cells’ massive production.
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Figure 8: Schematic of POLO back contact solar cell structure developed by Feldmann et al. [39]
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Chapter 2 Methodologies
2.1 Deposition Methods
2.1.1 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD)
PECVD is a normal approach for thin films deposition. In this article, a-Si films
were all deposited by PECVD. Figure 9 shows the structure of PECVD, consists of three
fundamental parts: flat dielectric plate electrode supplied by radio frequency (RF) power,
flat plate electrode that connected with ground, and plasma area. Gas supply and circuit
control system compose the external system.

Figure 9: Schematic of PECVD, (a) structure of PECVD. (b) Mechanism of PECVD.

Free electrons in the chamber play a critical role for plasma generation. When
voltage is applied to electrodes, an electric field is formed with around 104 V/m electric
field strength. Free electrons move with a high acceleration and impact reaction gas
molecules under the electric field force. After high speed collisions, reaction gas molecules
decompose into free electrons and free radicals with a positive charge. Then the free
electrons and positive radicals groups will make a series of collisions under electric field
driven by the electrical force. With the charge accumulation on the plate electrodes, electric
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field between two plate electrodes became weaken. Finally, electric field reaches the
balance state, and one stable plasma environment is formed.
Normally, SiH4/H2 or SiH4/Argon gases were used for intrinsic a-Si film growth.
B2H6 and PH3 gases were used as dopants for p-type and n-type amorphous silicon films
growth. The amorphous silicon films grow process is complicated, which involves
hundreds of reaction process [41], [42]. Table 1 shows some main reaction processes and
corresponding reaction rate constant during the intrinsic amorphous silicon deposition.
After the collisions of the electrons, atoms, and radicals, more active groups are created
and participate in the film-growth process, such as SiH3, SiH3+, SiH2, SiH2+, SiH, SiH+, etc.
Dopant gases decompose into several active groups based on the same mechanism and
later react in the film grow process to realize a-Si films doping.
Table 1: Main reaction process and corresponding reaction rate during intrinsic a-Si deposition [41]

2.1.2 Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD)
Low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) is one of the deposition
technology within the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) branch. The structure of the
LPCVD is illustrated in figure 10: the deposition processes all took place in a quartz tube
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reactor. Heaters, control chamber temperature from 425-900°C depending on the processes
and the reactive gases being used are set around tube reactor. Wafers boat set in the middle
of the reactor that can hold silicon wafers and gas flow control plates. In addition, gases
supply system and circuit control system, etc. are installed externally.

Figure 10: Illustration of the LPCVD structure.

Saline (SiH4) gas is normally used in the deposition of polycrystalline silicon (polySi) films. SiH4 molecules were first decomposed in high-temperature silica tube (>500°C),
followed by a series of reactions during polycrystalline film formation. The reaction
mechanisms of SiH4 decomposition and hydrogen elimination processes are expressed in
equation 1-5 (symbol * refers to vacant sites) [43].
SiH4 (g) + 4 ∗→ 2H + 2SiH3

(2)

2SiH3 + 2 ∗→ 2H + 2SiH2

(3)

2SiH → H2 (g) + 2 ∗ +Si film

(5)

2SiH2 → H2 (g) + 2SiH
4H → 2H2 (g) + 4 ∗

(4)

(6)
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After the gaseous reactions, the basic steps for film growth procedure in LPCVD are
shown in figure 11: reactants were first decomposed to active groups in high-temperature
chamber, and some of the active groups became film precursors. subsequently, some active
groups were transported to silicon wafers surfaces and then diffused on the surface, due to
the kinetically energized active groups. During the active group diffusion process, some of
the film precursors would escape from surfaces, and some of film precursors would
facilitate the nucleation process. With the accumulation of the film precursors, islands
would start form and eventually turn into films.

Figure 11: Thin film growth procedures in LPCVD [44]

The presence of dopants and impurities during polycrystalline silicon film growth
strongly influence the film precursors nucleation and growth [45]. Dopants, like PH3, B2H6,
have a strong influence on polycrystalline silicon growth rate. For example, PH3 could
reduce growth rate, due to PH3 adsorption occurs with near-unity sticking coefficient, and
surface sites are consequently blocked for SiH4 chemisorption [46]. In contrast, B2H6 could
enhance polycrystalline silicon film growth rate by electronic influence [47].

2.1.3 Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD)
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PVD is also known as sputtering which means the surface of a solid is bombarded
by energetic particles, and surface atoms are removed by the energetic particles. In all
cases, the particles are ejected by the same mechanism of momentum exchange between
energetic particles with energies higher than conventional thermal energies and the surface
atoms[48]. Films deposition can be realized by sputtering based on the mechanism that
stated earlier in chapter 2.1.2 paragraph 11.
Normally, sputtering system for films deposition contains three departments: sputter
source, sputtering target, and high vacuum chamber. There are two sources for sputter film
deposition: glow discharge (diode, triode, and magnetron) and ion beam, and sputtering
targets refer to materials intended to deposit. The sputtering processes are demonstrated in
figure 12. After the collision of the energetic particles, parts of target surface atoms will
“flow” to substrate and form films. Low pressure (<10-6 Torr) is a necessary condition for
sputtering, as the gases molecules in chamber have a negative influence on film growth
process. Molecules in target atoms pathways have a compact with moving target atoms, in
turn, targets atoms are forced to change the kinetic direction. Moreover, these unexpected
molecules can also block the energetic particles (normally Ar+), which subsequently
influence the film deposition.

Figure 12: Illustration of sputtering processes in PVD.
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Here, indium tin oxide (ITO) implied, ITO is one of transparent conductive oxides
(TCO) and widely investigated materials in the field of solar cells. Sputtering is the most
attractive method for ITO film deposition

for it exhibits

time-efficiency, high

reproducibility, and is capable of large area deposition [49] [50][49]. RF magnetron
sputtering approach is the normally used technique. RF discharge plasma could generate
in room temperature, that is the key element for low temperature process required solar
cells like HIT solar cells [51]. In this article, sputtering ITO layer is implemented in solar
cell devices by PVD in order to collect generated carriers from the emitter.

2.2 Characterization Methods
2.2.1 Sinton Lifetime Measurements
Carrier recombinations that happen in c-Si solar cells can be categorized as bulk and
surface recombination. The bulk recombination, includes Auger, radiative, and ShockleyRead-Hall recombination, while the surface recombination could be modeled by ShockleyRead-Hall recombination. Combine these recombinations, the non-diffused samples
effective carrier lifetime could be expressed as:
1

𝜏𝜏 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

=

1

𝜏𝜏 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

+

1

𝜏𝜏 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(7)

Carrier lifetime could indicate the quality of surface passivation, and carrier lifetime
can be measured by Sinton WCT-120 (Sinton instruments, USA). Figure 13 demonstrates
the structure of Sinton WCT-120: Xenon flash lamp, coil that senses the conductivity of
samples and signals analysis system. The mechanism of Sinton WCT-120 is based on the
analysis of the sample’s photoconductance decay transients after a flash light pulse.
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Figure 13: Demonstration of Sinton WCT-120.

The transient approach was performed to measure the carrier lifetime as following
steps:
1. A short light pulse was applied to samples, and the light irradiation peak and decay
back to darkness rapidly.
2. Samples’ sheet conductance decay was sensed and recorded by the coil and signal
analysis system.
3. Obtain average excess carrier density from samples’ sheet conductance. The
relationship between excess carrier density and sheet conductance can be expressed
as the following equation [52]:
𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿 = 𝑞𝑞 �∆𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛 + ∆𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝 � 𝑊𝑊 = 𝑞𝑞∆𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 (𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛 + 𝜇𝜇𝑝𝑝 )𝑊𝑊

(8)

Where ∆n a=∆p a, due to the existence of electron-hole pair.

4. Calculate effective carrier lifetime at different excess carrier density via the equation:
𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

∆n

𝑑𝑑∆𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(9)
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Information about the light intensity versus implied open circuit voltage can also be
extracted from this measurement, where the implied open-circuit voltage can be calculated
as below.
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = ( 𝑞𝑞 ) ln[∆𝑛𝑛 �

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴+∆𝑝𝑝
� + 1]
𝑛𝑛2𝑖𝑖

(10)

NA is the dopant density of wafer and ∆n=∆p. We could get photo-generated carriers’
density from average excess carrier density ∆n a, and ∆n a could be obtained from the
equation (8).
Implicit open circuit voltage and carrier lifetime provide direct indications about the
quality of passivation; indirect clues about the interface defects and electric field effects on
the interface carrier recombination rate [29].

2.2.2 Contact Resistivity Measurements
Samples contact resistivity with c-Si silicon is usually obtained by the probe station
in dark I-V measurements. Contact resistivity is then calculated by spreading resistance
model [53]. An array of circular contact structure shown in figure 14: epitaxial layers were
deposited on a heavy doped silicon substrate with a circular shape, an aluminum circular
layer fabricated on top. Aluminum thermal evaporated on c-Si rear side, and a full area of
aluminum/c-Si contact formed.
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Figure 14: Contact array fabricated for the contact resistivity measurements.

The total resistance (𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇) of this structure can be divide into three parts: spreading

resistance of circular discs (
(equation 12).

𝜌𝜌

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−1 ×

ρ

4

𝑑𝑑/𝑡𝑡

), contact resistivity (Rc), residual resistance (R0)

4

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = dπ tan−1 𝑑𝑑/𝑡𝑡 +

4𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐
2 + 𝑅𝑅 0
𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑

(11)

d is the radius of circles, t is the epitaxial layer thickness, ρ is the resistivity, and R0
is back side contact resistivity for this structure. The contact resistivity can be calculated
by applying different circle areas.

2.2.3 Quantum Efficiency Measurements
The "quantum efficiency" (Q.E.) is the ratio of the number of carriers collected by
the solar cell to the number of photons of a given energy incident on the solar cell. Quantum
efficiency can be divided into external quantum efficiency (EQE) and internal quantum
efficiencies (IQE). The difference between these two definitions is whether to take account
of the reflected photons or not. All photons reach to solar cell are counted to EQE, the
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photons that absorbed by solar cell are considered in IQE. External efficiency can be
expressed as equation (12).

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

electrons/sec
photons/sec

(12)

Regarding the light absorption efficiency, there is a fundamental rule: only the
energy of photons higher than band gaps of your solar cells materials could be absorbed.
Therefore the ideal external quantum efficiency for solar cells should be a “square” shape
in the spectrum. However, many factors have a severe influence on the optical losses, such
as solar cells light reflection, surface passivation, diffusion length, and etc, thus these
factors affect the shape EQE spectrum. As figure 15 shows. Blue light loss in the front side
of solar cells because high energy photons were parasitically absorbed by front materials.
The photo-generated carriers can’t be collected as electricity [18]. Different from blue
light, red light absorption is influenced by the bulk lifetime and rear surface passivation.

Figure 15: (a) External efficiency diagram of silicon solar cells [54], (b) EQE measurement system

Solar cells EQE measurements are realized by EQE Measurement system (Newport
IQE200, USA) in this article (figure 15 b). Different wavelength of light is radiated on the
solar cell device, by monitoring the incident number of photons and the collected current
from the samples, the EQE of the samples are calculated.
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2.2.4 Solar Cell J-V Characterization
Current-voltage (J-V) curve is a critical characterization for solar cells’ performance,
and J-V curve offers the most important parameters of the cell, i.e. efficiency, Voc, Isc,
Vmpp, Impp, and FF. J-V curve is normally measured or converted (through spectrum
mismatch calibration) to the standard test condition defined by ICE standard, i.e. the
AM1.5 spectrum with irradiance power equal to 1000 W/m2, and the temperature of the
solar cell at 25°C. J-V measurements of this study were performed using light-emitt ing
diode (LED) solar simulator (WAVELABS, SINUS-220, Germany)

Figure 16: J-V characteristic of solar cells

From J-V curve we can get some fundamental parameters: short open circuit voltage,
circuit current, conversion efficiency, fill factor of solar cells, peak power and so on. As
figure 16 shown.
Short circuit current density: The short circuit current density (Jsc) is the current
density when there has no voltage across the solar cell and is the largest current density
output of the device. The short circuit current depends on the light radiation, and solar cell
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optical properties like absorption and reflection. In an ideal situation, for example, no
recombination, short-circuit current is considered the same as photo-generated current Jph.
Open-circuit voltage: the open-circuit voltage (Voc) refers to no current flow
through the solar cell. In other words, the maximum voltage that device could produce. Voc
can be determined from the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels. The density of electrons
and holes under quasi-steady state conditions can be expressed as following equation:
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹−𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖2exp(

𝑘𝑘B 𝑇𝑇

)

(13)

Where EFn is the quasi-Fermi energy for electrons, EFp is the quasi-Fermi energy for
holes. 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the intrinsic carrier density of c-Si. n, p are electrons and holes density.
From equation (13), the Voc can be described as:
𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

( 𝑁𝑁 +∆𝑛𝑛 )∆𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
ln[ 𝐴𝐴 𝑛𝑛 2 ]
𝑞𝑞
𝑖𝑖

(14)

In which, NA represents c-Si doping concentration, ∆𝑛𝑛 is the excess carrier

concentratio [4][55].

From equation (14), solar cell Voc is proportional to the p,n product of a solar cell.
In other words, Voc is mainly influenced by the passivation quality of solar cells.
Fill factor: fill factor is the ratio of the maximum output power and the product of
Voc and Jsc as the following equation:

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ×𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ×𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(15)

In which Jmpp is maximum output power correspond short-circuit current density,
Vmpp is corresponding voltage.
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Fill factor can be simply regarded as the shape of J-V curve. The J-V curve shape
can be influenced by solar cell series resistance, shunt resistance, and recombination, which
subsequently influence the fill factor of device[4] [56].
Device efficiency: the definition of solar cell conversion efficiency is the ratio of
maximum solar cell output power and solar irradiation power under standard J-V
measurement condition (equation 16). Solar cell conversion efficiency is the most
important indicator of solar cell performance. Higher efficiency is the key to reduce cost
for silicon-based solar cells production which is the destination that every researcher
pursues.

𝜂𝜂 =

𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖

(16)
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods
3.1 Chemical Oxidation
Interfacial silicon oxide layer is critical for POLO passivating contact, c-Si surfaces
passivation relies on silicon oxide layer. Chemical method was implemented for silicon
oxide layers growth in this thesis.
n-type (100) orientation double-polished float-zone Si wafers (resistivity:1−5 Ω⋅cm;
thickness: 300±20 µm) (TOPSIL, Denmark) were dipped in 2% HF for 1 minute, in order
to remove native oxides. Next, they were immediately dipped into boiling nitric acid (69
wt% HNO3 in water; ~120°C) for 15 min to grow tunnel oxide passivated layers. All these
wet-chemical processes were conducted in clean room (50% humidity; 22°C) so that
surface particle contamination was effectively avoided. It is infeasible to measure an
accurate thickness of the oxide layers because oxygen concentration changes along the
vertical direction. Here we used visible

spectroscopic ellipsometry

(M2000 DI;

J.A.Woollam, USA) to evaluate the resultant SiOx ~1.4nm.

3.2 Deposition
3.2.1 n-type Poly-silicon Films Fabrication
n-type polycrystalline silicon films were obtained from two approaches: LPCVD
deposition and amorphous silicon (PECVD) deposition with subsequently annealing
procedure (section 3.2). Both methods were performed and optimized based on passivation
quality.
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Poly-crystalline silicon film could be deposited directly with LPCVD (TYSTAR,
USA). Key parameters for poly-silicon film growth are deposition temperature, reaction
gases flow, dopants gas ratio, chamber pressure, and deposition time. Here, we demonstrate
how the growth temperature, poly silicon film thickness, and dopants gas ratio affect the
POLO contact passivation quality. 15% PH3 gas was dissolved in SiH4 gas, and the mixture
acted as phosphorus dopant source gas. Pure SiH4 gas supplied as main poly-silicon film
growth source gas.
Double side polished,

phosphorus doped, silicon wafers ( thickness: 280±20μm,

diameter: 100±0.3mm, resistivity: 1-5 ohm·cm, orientation: 100) (TOPSIL, Denmark)
were dipped into 5% HF solution for 1 minute to remove surface native oxide. The clean
wafers were then transferred to LPCVD chamber. Double sides symmetrical poly-Si films
deposited with parameters shown in table 2.
Poly-crystalline silicon films can not be fabricated directly by PECVD due to the
limitation of chamber temperature. However, researchers could resolve this issue by
depositing amorphous silicon films first and transferring amorphous silicon films to polycrystalline silicon films during annealing process [38][57][58]. The properties of poly-Si
films directly related to amorphous silicon films, obtained by PECVD (Oxford Plasma
system100, U.K), post-annealing. In this section, amorphous silicon deposition parameters
were tuned, in order to adjust properties of polycrystalline silicon films, which in turn,
optimize passivation of POLO contact.
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Table 2: LPCVD deposition parameters

Sample

SiH4
(sccm)

PH3 (15%)/SiH4
（sccm）

L-1

50

3.5

600

250

30

L-2

50

3.5

625

250

30

L-3

50

3.5

650

250

30

L-4

50

3.5

625

250

30

L-5

50

5.5

625

250

30

L-6

50

2

625

250

30

L-7

50

3.5

625

250

45

L-8

50

3.5

625

250

30

L-9

50

3.5

625

250

15

Depostion
Chamber
Deposition
temerature(°C) pressure(mTorr)
time
(mins)

The key parameter for PECVD deposited amorphous silicon films is the doping
concentration, because of dopant concentration direct effects on POLO contacts’ carrierselective property and dopant diffusion. The phosphorus doping concentration was tuned
by changing PH3/SiH4 gases flow ratio. Moreover, the amorphous silicon thickness was
explored as well. Because doped amorphous silicon film has effects on band bending of
POLO contacts. The band bending of POLO contact is critical for carrier selective
transport. The deposition details are shown in table 3.
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Table 3: n-type amorphous silicon deposition parameter

Sample

SiH4
(sccm)

PH3 (10%)/
Depostion
Chamber
H2 (sccm) Thickness
He
(nm)
temperature (°C) pressure(mTorr)
（sccm）

Pn-1

40

4

200

600

400

30

Pn-2

40

6

200

600

400

30

Pn-3

40

10

200

600

400

30

Pn-4

40

6

200

600

400

20

Pn-5

40

6

200

600

400

30

Pn-6

40

6

200

600

400

50

3.2.2 p-type Poly-silicon Films Fabrication
In this section, the fabrication of p-type poly silicon films by PECVD and postannealing method was demonstrated. The concept of this method is the same as n-type
POLO contact obtained from amorphous silicon films. Boron-doped amorphous silicon
was deposited by PECVD (Oxford Plasma system100, U.K). For p-type amorphous silicon
deposition: 10% B2H6 gas was dissolved in argon gas, and the mixture works as dopant
gas. Additional argon gas was pumped into the chamber to generate plasma. The ratio of
dopant gas and SiH4 gas was tuned to observe the effects of different doping concentration
on POLO contacts passivation.
p-type amorphous silicon films were grown on 4-inch n-type silicon wafers, which
surface native oxide removed by HF. Table 4 lists the relevant parameters of this
fabrication procedure.
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Table 4: p-type amorphous silicon deposition parameters

Sample

SiH4
(sccm)

B2 H6 (10%)/Ar
（sccm）

Depostion
Chamber
Ar (sccm)
temperature(°C) pressure(mTorr)

PP-1

20

4

200

600

475

PP-2

20

8

200

600

475

PP-3

20

12

200

600

475

3.3 Anneal
Samples anneal process realized by tube furnace (GSL-1100X, Hefei Kejing
Materials Technology, China). Pure nitrogen gas flow through the tube during heating and
temperature decay process. Moreover, the annealing process starts around room
temperature and decreased to room temperature.

3.3.1 PECVD Deposited Amorphous Silicon Annealing
Complex evolution process of SiOx and a-Si films took place during annealing
process. To begin with, in order to transfer amorphous phase of silicon films to polycrystalline phase, Si-H bonds should be broken in the first place. A wide range of
parameters such as annealing peak temperature, annealing time under peak temperature,
temperature increasing and decreasing rate was investigated in this section. These factors
are critical parameters for bonds broken and crystallization of a-Si films from PECVD
deposition.
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The start peak temperature was set at 200°C, which is the growth temperature of aSi in PECVD. Symmetrical a-Si/ SiOx/c-Si/ SiOx/a-Si samples were fabricated, then the
samples were transferred to the tube furnace for the annealing procedure. Table 5 shows
the details of the annealing parameters explored.
Table 5: amorphous silicon films annealing parameters
Sample

Peak
temperature
(°C)

Annealing time
(under peak
temperature)

Temperature
increasing rate(°
C/min)

Gas flow

AP-1

200

30

7

N2

AP-2

300

30

7

N2

AP-3

400

30

7

N2

AP-4

500

30

7

N2

AP-5

600

30

7

N2

AP-6

700

30

7

N2

AP-7

800

30

7

N2

AP-8

825

30

7

N2

AP-9

850

30

7

N2

AP-10

875

30

7

N2

AP-11

900

30

7

N2

AP-12

850

15

7

N2

AP-13

850

45

7

N2

AP-14

850

60

7

N2

46

3.3.2 LPCVD Deposited poly-Silicon Annealing
The annealing procedure of phosphorus-doped poly-Si is investigated in this
subchapter. Similarly, with a-Si films annealing, samples were transferred to the tube
furnace for further annealing after the fabrication of POLO symmetrical structure deposited
by LPCVD.
Poly-crystalline silicon films were obtained directly after LPCVD deposition.
LPCVD deposition temperature is higher than PECVD deposition. Therefore, LPCVD
poly-Si annealing temperature start point is higher than a-Si annealing. Table 6 shows the
relevant poly-Si annealing experiments.
Table 6: Poly-Si films annealing parameters
Sample

Peak
temperature
(°C)

Annealing time
(under peak
temperature)

Temperature increasing
rate(°C/min)

Gas flow

Relaxation
time (mins)

AL-1

700

30

7

N2

0

AL-2

750

30

7

N2

0

AL-3

800

30

7

N2

0

AL-4

825

30

7

N2

0

AL-5

850

30

7

N2

0

AL-6

875

30

7

N2

0

AL-7

900

30

7

N2

0

AL-8

850

30

7

N2

0

AL-9

850

15

7

N2

0
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AL-10

850

30

7

N2

0

AL-11

850

60

7

N2

0

AL-12

850

90

7

N2

0

AL-13

850

30

7

N2

60

AL-14

850

30

7

N2

120

AL-15

850

30

7

N2

180

3.3.3 Hydrogen Passivation Annealing
Interface defect states density could be reduced by hydrogen passivation. In order to
drive atomic hydrogen into POLO contact interface. Heating is a necessary process for H
atoms which are normally trapped in the capping layers. After the poly-Si annealing, a SiNx
capping layer was deposited by PECVD (Oxford Plasma system100, U.K) as the hydrogen
source. Followed by annealing at 500°C for 30mins. Additionally, another hydrogen
passivation capping layer, TiOx was also fabricated by atomic layer deposition (Picosun P300s, Finland) and characterized.
Forming gas, H2 dissolved in N2, is another normally used hydrogen source for c-Si
passivation. Forming gas annealing at 450°C and 850°C and corresponding effects on
POLO contact passivation were investigated as well.

3.4 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy
In order to investigate charge carrier transport mechanism of POLO structure,
conductive atomic force microscopy was used to measure current distribution map of
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POLO structure. Single side polished, boron doped, silicon wafers ( thickness: 500μm,
diameter: 100±0.3mm, resistivity: 0.5 ohm·cm, orientation: 100) (TOPSIL, Denmark)
wafer surface native oxide was removed by 5% HF dipping. Then immerse wafers in 120°C
nitric acid solution (concentration >69%) for 15mins to grow a layer of SiOx layer with a
thickness of around 1.5nm, followed by amorphous silicon film deposition. The amorphous
silicon deposited parameters shown in table 7.
Table 7: Boron doped amorphous silicon deposition parameter

SiH4
(sccm)
20

B2H6 (10%)/Ar（sccm）
12

Depostion
temperature(°C)

Chamber
pressure(mTorr)

Ar (sccm)

200

600

475

After amorphous silicon deposition, the sample was annealed in pure N2 gas
environment under 850°C for 30 minutes. Before C-AFM measurement, this POLO contact
was immersed into 5% HF for 2 mins, in order to remove surface oxide layer which could
influence conductivity of the sample. C-AFM measurements were realized by Dimension
Icon (Veeco, USA), using tip (PFTUNA, Bruker, USA) with nominal spring constant at
0.4N/m. The biases applied to the samples were 200 mV for 100*100 nm2 and 500 mV for
500*500 nm2 scan area, respectively.

3.5 Double-sided poly-Si Solar Cells Fabrication
POLO contacts solar cells fabrication processes are shown in figure 17. Begin with
a silicon wafer, four steps are required to obtain the final device.
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Figure 17: POLO device fabrication processes

Step 1: 4-inch double side polished silicon wafers (resistivity:1−5 Ω⋅cm; thickness:
300±20 µm), dipped into 2%HF solutions, in order to remove surface native oxide. Then,
immersing into 120°C nitric acid (69 wt% HNO3 in water; ~120°C) for 15 min to grow
SiOx passivated layers (~1.4nm).
Step 2: 30nm optimized phosphorus and boron doped amorphous silicon or 50nm
poly-Si films was deposited on silicon wafers by PECVD or LPCVD.
Step 3: After amorphous or polysilicon films deposition, wafers are transferred to
Tube furnace for further annealing. Temperature of the furnace was increased from room
temperature (RT) to 850°C and kept for 30 mins, in order to form polycrystalline silicon
and facilitate the SiOx evolution process. Samples annealed under forming gas
environment, which could further passivating POLO contact interfacial defects.
Step 4: After annealing, TCO was deposited on both side of poly-Si films by PVD
(INDEOtec, Switzerland) for the carrier's collection and transportation towards the metal
electrodes.
Specifically, indium tin oxide (ITO) was used as TCO material in this thesis. Argon
gas was supplied as energetic ions that bombarded the target surface, additional oxygen
gas worked as a compensate oxygen source for ITO film growth. 65nm ITO was deposited
on the front surface of the POLO device, and 100nm ITO on the back side.
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Silver was sputtered (Octopus PVD, Switzerland) to the rear side of POLO devices.
Front metal fingers of POLO devices was realized via screen printing, followed by 200°C
annealing for 15 mins in a box furnace
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Chapter 4: Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1 Investigation of SiOx Interlayer Evolution Process
Annealing temperature plays a critical role in POLO contacts. Normally, annealing
temperature between 800-900°C was reported as the best annealing temperature
[38],[59],[60]. The effects of annealing temperature on passivation performance are still
under investigation, and it is widely believed that SiO2 represents the structural topology
of the interfacial SiOx layer (formed in boiling nitric acid) in POLO contact solar cell. In
this section, the SiOx working mechanism in POLO solar cell was explored.
Experimentally, we have achieved a minority carrier lifetime (τeff) of as-deposited aSi:H/SiOx/n c-Si/SiOx/a-Si:H as low as 4µs, which is independent on the the doping type
of a-Si:H; even for n poly-Si/SiOx/n c-Si/SiOx/n poly-Si prepared by LPCVD at 650°C, the
starting τeff is also as low as 350µs. We demonstrated that high-temperature annealing
contributes to a network saturation of SiOx tunnel layer, which effectively reduces the
acceptor-like state density.
a-Si/ SiOx/c-Si/ SiOx/a-Si symmetric stacks were fabricated for minority carrier
lifetime measurement. Post-annealing was applied on the symmetry stacks in order to
transfer a-Si phase to poly-crystalline phase, stacks annealed temperature from 200°C to
950°C (poly-Si/ SiOx/c-Si/ SiOx/poly-Si that we obtained from LPCVD, annealed from
700°C to 950°C), with the methods and parameters we discussed in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Fig 18(a) is a schematic of the symmetrical tunnel oxide passivated contact structure.
Deposited a-Si:H film contains H atoms density of ~1020−1022 cm-3, among which more
than 99% are Si-H bonds resided in bulk disordered network and internal surfaces of large
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voids, only ~0.1% are H2 molecules in large voids. Under this scenario, mass density of aSi:H is usually a little lower than that of the pure a-Si material. After a high temperature
(>300°C) annealing process, H atoms will aggregate together and form large void bubbles.
These bubbles will then diffuse within the amorphous network and finally effuse out of the
film. In the meantime, amorphous Si matrix tends to relax into poly-Si grains. Figure 18(c)
shows the a-Si/ SiOx/c-Si/ SiOx/a-Si symmetrical stack micro-structure after 850°C
annealing. We can tell from the TEM image that poly-crystalline silicon was formed after
annealing a-Si film over 700°C. However, there are still small parts of amorphous silicon
phase inside the “poly-Si” films, and a possible reason for that is the insufficient annealing
of the amorphous silicon films.

Figure 18: (a) Schematic of symmetric tunnel oxide passivated contact structure before and after annealing,
during which the as-deposited a-Si films were transformed to poly-Si at ~700−800 °C. (b) τ eff of the
symmetric passivated stack plotted corresponded annealing temperature. Data of both n-type and p-type polySi are shown for comparison. (c) Cross-section TEM image of a-Si/ SiOx/c-Si stack after 850°C annealing.

Figure 18(b) plots τeff as a function of annealing temperature: Two batches were
prepared by PECVD with different dopants, and one batch was prepared by LPCVD.
Clearly, samples with n-type POLO contact have higher τeff than p-type POLO contact.
The highest τeff obtained with p-type poly-Si sample is only ~300µs, while the value is
>3000µs for PECVD prepared n-type POLO sample, and is >6000µs for LPCVD n-type
POLO sample. This is probably caused by higher effective doping efficiency of P atoms
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than B atoms, considering that B atoms have a small volume and therefore when B atoms
substitute Si atoms, more activation energy is needed compared with P atoms. For
passivated structures with either n-type or p-type Si films, the starting τeff at 200°C is as
low as ~3µs. This indicates the SiOx film is the dominant factor for interface quality, rather
than the doping Si films. Another feature presented in figure 18(b) is that there exists two

τeff peaks for both n-type and p-type POLO contacts and they have nearly identical peak
positions (annealing temperature). Taking into account that the activation energy for B and
P atoms are different, we infer that there must be mechanism to explain the τeff variation
other than simply by field-effect passivation. For both types of poly-Si films, in the range
of 200 °C−600 °C, τeff first slowly increases before slowly decreases at around 400 °C to
local minimal at 600°C. In contrast, for the second peak, the τeff changes much more
sharply from 800°C to 900°C: a rapid increase to maximum at 850°C, followed by a rapid
descent. The different characteristics of this low-temperature (400°C) and hightemperature (850°C) peaks in figure 18(b) suggest that there should be two different
passivation mechanisms during the annealing process, which will be investigated by
spectroscopy methods in the next paragraph.
The structural origin that leads to the aforementioned passivation changes in figure
18(b) was investigated by FTIR spectra. FTIR transmittance spectra of symmetrical (30nm
P-doped POLO contact) annealed at different characteristic temperatures are displayed in
figure 19(a). For annealing temperature <600°C, four H-related absorptions peaks at
845cm-1 (SiH3 bending), 890cm-1 (SiH2 bending), 2000cm-1 (bulk SiH stretching) and
2080cm-1 (void SiH and SiH2 stretching) are clearly observed. As the annealing
temperature increases from 200°C to 400°C, all H-related absorption intensities
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substantially decreased. Two dynamics possibly dominated in such a thermal process:
amorphous Si network relaxation and H diffusion. Both effectively removed a portion of
sub-gap states in a-Si bulk and a-Si /c-Si interface, via saturating Si dangling bonds. In
contrast, SiOx absorption at 1040cm-1 increased significantly from 200°C to 400°C.
Considering the sample was protected in N2 flow during annealing, the increment of SiO x
FTIR absorption indicates a large portion of O atoms are interstitially located in the
chemical SiOx film. High temperature activation made them locally bonded to adjacent Si
and formed Si-O passivated structure. Based on this, we conclude that τeff maxima at 400°C
in figure 18(b) are attributed to both H passivation and O passivation. A continuous
temperature increment up to 600°C resulted in an on-going increase of SiOx absorption. It
suggests a further decrease of interface defect density. However, such a high temperature
also led to disappearance of H within the Si film, indicated by vanish of the four H-related
absorptions (figure 19(a)). The H scarcity left a high density of Si dangling bonds because
600°C is not high enough for the amorphous film to relax into poly-Si. Overall, the
competition between better SiOx interface and inferior Si film generates the local worst
passivation at 600°C. An opposite trend is found when the annealing temperature has been
reached >850°C: the SiOx absorption started to decrease. This indicates that O atoms begin
to effuse out of the interface due to the higher temperature with the resulting reaction
Si+SiO2 −> SiO (gas).
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Figure 19: (a) FTIR transmittance spectra of n-type passivated contacts annealed at 200°C, 400°C, 600°C,
850°C, and 950°C respectively. Absorption at 1900cm-1−2200cm-1 corresponds to Si-Hx (x=1,2,3) stretching
mode; while the two peaks at 845cm-1 and 890cm-1 originate from Si-H3 and Si-H2 bending mode respectively.
(b) FTIR transmittance spectra of SiOx /n-type c-Si/SiOx symmetric structure. Both samples in (a) and (b) are
annealed in N2 flow.

In Fig. 19(a), another pivotal FTIR spectrum change during annealing is the
continuous frequency blue shift of SiOx absorptions. To exclude that such a shift is caused
by Si-O bonds in the deposited Si film, SiOx/c-Si/SiOx structures were also annealed at
the same temperatures. Their FTIR transmittance spectra are depicted in Fig. 19(b), in
which the same frequency shifts are well reproduced. Theoretically, the frequency blue
shift can be attributed to saturation of SiOx (increment of x). Fig. 20(a) depicts four typical
Si−Ox (x=1, 2, 3, 4) atomic structures, embedded in SiO2 network. DFT calculations
predicted four typical IR absorption spectra in Fig. 20(b), whose mole ratio of
[Si−O4]:[Si−O3]:[Si−O2]:[Si−O] are 4:3:0:1, 5:2:1:0, 6:2:0:0, and 8:0:0:0. An apparent
blue shift of SiOx FTIR spectrum with increment of x is demonstrated. For comparison,
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experimental Si−O absorption frequencies in Fig. 19(a) are also illustrated in Fig. 20(b).
Their positions clearly suggest as-formed SiOx has a huge amount of Si atoms with only
three neighboring O atoms (Si−O3). Post-annealing made interstitial O atoms gradually
bonded to adjacent Si atoms. The IR frequency saturated at 850°C. After that, the tunnel
layer is mainly composed of SiO2. Here x saturated at 850°C is in good agreement with
the maximum τeff at 850°C in figure 18(b).

Figure 20: (a) Atomic structures of Si−Ox (x=1, 2, 3, 4), where green balls represent Si atoms and violet balls
represent O atoms, the subscript x is the adjacent number of O atoms bonding to a Si atom. (b) Theoretical
Si−O FTIR spectra of four typical structures (Si-O4)8, (Si-O4)6(Si-O3)2, (Si-O4)5(Si-O3)2(Si-O2), and (SiO4)4(Si-O3)3(Si-O), predicted by DFT calculations using GGA-PBE exchange-correlation pseudopotential.

Microstructure change of SiOx tunnel passivated layer during annealing process is
well demonstrated in results above. But we still cannot accurately interpret the rapid τeff
increment from 600°C to 850°C. There exist two factors that may influence the surface
passivation quality: SiOx chemical passivation (reducing surface states) and field-effect
passivation (repelling one type of carrier). The latter is due to substitutional doping of B/P
atoms into Si network and formation of p-n junction or high-low junction. The τeff variation
trends for samples with both n-type and p-type POLO contacts are identical, their τeff local
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maxima and minima reside at the same temperatures. Taking into account that B and P
atoms have different activation energy, we infer the best passivation at 850°C is not (at
least not totally) caused by field-effect passivation. Instead, the same best passivation
temperature indicates the SiOx tunnel layers dominate the surface passivation at 850°C.

4.2 Charge Carrier Transport Mechanism of POLO Contacts
Charge carrier transport mechanisms in polycrystalline silicon and silicon oxide
contacts varied for different structures. Three charge carrier transport mechanisms have
been proposed: oxide tunneling model [61][62], grain boundary mobility model [63], and
segregation model [64][65]. These models investigated by Dr. Ian R. C. Post are based on
different poly-silicon emitters’ structure [66]. The structure of POLO contacts relies on the
annealing temperature because the evolution of chemically grew SiOx layers structures
during different temperature treatment.
Figure 21 shows the morphology of SiOx layers that grown by heated nitric acid on
top of c-Si wafer and annealed under different temperature. AFM image of as-formed SiO x
has a thickness of d 0±0.2nm, where d 0=1.4nm was determined from SE measurement.
Comparatively, SiOx surface became flatter after 30min annealing at 400°C. The rough
surface might be caused by absorbent matters, which can be removed at 400°C desorption.
Another feature after 400°C annealing is the appearance of deep pinhole >1nm. This is
probably due to residual H2O and HNO3 left in the SiOx film during chemical oxidation.
They aggregated at high temperature and their effusion pierced such a thin film. An even
higher temperature of 600°C effectively healed the effusion-induced pinholes. When
annealing temperature reaches 850°C, the surface AFM image finds much higher pinhole
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density, but some of these pinholes do not totally pierce the SiOx tunnel layer. They are
essentially semi-pinholes with depth <1.4nm (thickness of as-formed SiOx layer). When
the annealing temperature increases up to 950°C, deep long cracks are observed in the film.
The depth ~1.4nm is in good agreement with SE measurement. These cracks contribute to
doping-atom (P/B) leakages into c-Si surface and magnify the detrimental Auger
recombination. This morphology evolution corresponds to Si−Ox (x=1, 2, 3, 4) atomic
structures evolution process that we discussed in section 4.1. Similar SiOx structure
evolution process had been reported[67].

Figure 21: The AFM topography and corresponded line profiles of SiOx film under 120°C, 400°C,
600°C, 850°C, 900°C annealing respectively.

The best poly-Si/ SiOx/c-Si contacts passivation were obtained at 850°C. Therefore,
here, we demonstrate the carrier transport mechanism of poly-Si/ SiOx/c-Si contacts that
have been annealed at 850°C. Figure 22(b) TEM image illustrates the cross-section
microstructure of POLO contact. pinholes and semi-pinholes

were found, which

corresponds to AFM image result of 850°C annealed sample. Area ③ in figure 22(b)
indicate the break of SiOx film, which we regard as pinholes. Besides the break of SiOx

film, thickness variation was found in area ②, and the thickness is roughly half of it in

area ①. Therefore, we call area ② as semi-pinhole. In order to explore the carrier
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transport mechanism based on this structure. Conductive atomic force microscopy was
performed to measure the current signal flows through c-Si/ SiOx/poly-Si. Figure 21(a)
shows the POLO current distribution map, under 500mV bias voltage. High-current flow
through the bright spots gives additional evidence of the pinhole existence. Meanwhile,
semi-pinhole was discovered as well, from the line profile of the current, relatively low
current flows through the semi-pinhole compared with pinholes. Uniform dark area in the
current distribution map corresponds with the homogeneous SiOx layer. Very low, but
uniform current flow suggest charge carriers transport is the tunneling through oxide layer
dominate in these area (figure 21(c)(f)).

Figure 22: (a) C-AFM image under 500mV voltage apply. (b) Surface morphology corresponds with
an image (a). (c) Line profile that obtained in the image (a). (d) C-AFM image under 200mV voltage
apply. (e) Surface morphology corresponds with an image (d). (c) Line profile that obtained in the
image (d).

From the current distribution map and micro-structure of poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si under
850°C annealing. We can conclude the charge carrier transport mechanism as
discontinuous oxide layer model, which include the effect of interfacial oxide layer broken
up. Wolstenholme [67] investigated the base saturation current as a function of poly-Si
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emitter bipolar transistor interfacial oxide layer annealing temperature.

When the

annealing temperature is below 800°C, the interfacial oxide layer was continuous and
uniform, which we can observe from figure 21. Oxide tunneling model also fits the current
results obtained from experiments well. With the increase of annealing temperature, the
density and size of pinholes proliferated, the mismatch between oxide tunneling model and
experiment result expanded [66]. The appearance of pinholes suggests the formation of the
poly-Si/c-Si contacts, as figure area ③ shows. Current gains were observed from figure
21(a) and (d), the reason for this phenomenon can be explained as the lower energy barrier
for charge carrier transport between poly-Si and c-Si direct contact.
Meanwhile, interfacial oxide layer thickness varied due to high-temperature
treatment, and the resulting “semi-pinhole” like figure 22(b) area ②. Charge carrier
transport through semi-pinhole by tunneling, but the current was gained due to oxide layer

thickness reduction, where we can tell from figure 21(c) and (f). Thus, we can divide the
current flow through into the area with interfacial oxide Aox, and the area without interfacial
oxide layer Anox. Spox and Sppgb describe the effective recombination velocity of Aox and
Anox respectively. The carrier recombination velocity of poly-Si/ SiOx/c-Si contacts based
on 850°C annealing can be concluded as following equations [66][67][68]:

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 = 𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 �1 −
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(17)

AEW is the total contact area. Spox and Sppgb represented oxide tunneling model and
pseudo-grain boundary model respectively. We can express the recombination velocity as:
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Where SI is the recombination velocity of minority carriers via traps at the interface. Sg is
the recombination velocity of minority carrier in poly-Si grains. m* is the effective mass
of minority carrier. ∆ is the thickness of pseudo-grain boundary. μpgb is the minority carrier
mobility in poly-Si grain boundary. k is Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, and
T is the absolute temperature. δ is the thickness of silicon oxide layer, and χ is the barrier
energy for carrier transport through interfacial SiOx layer [69].

Figure 23: (a) Schematic of POLO contact structure. Area ①,②, and③ illustrated the structure of
SiOx, semi-pinhole, pinhole respectively. carrier transport mechanisms in area ①,② is tunneling, in
③ is the carrier transport directly through pinhole. (b) TEM cross-section image of POLO contact.

As we discussed above, the structure of POLO under 850°C annealing can be
described as figure 23(a). Current flow through pinhole, semi-pinhole, and ~14Å SiOx
layer. The carrier recombination velocity in area ①, ②, and ③ can be summarized as
equation Spox and Sppgb. The current was dominated by tunneling current when SiOx area is

much larger than pinhole area. On the contrary, the pinhole current will be dominated when
pinhole density is high. However, the pinhole area will destroy POLO contacts passivation,
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due to the absence of SiOx passivating and dopants diffusion around interface[70].
Therefore, it’s a trade-off between current density that flows through POLO contacts and
POLO contact passivation, pinhole density, regarding the POLO device performance.

4.3 n-type Poly-crystalline Silicon Passivated Contacts
In this section, the mechanism of POLO passivated contact will be demonstrated.
Moreover, phosphorus doped POLO contacts passivation parameters were optimized. As
we discussed in section 1.4.1.2, and 1.4.3 POLO contacts could reduce c-Si surface
dangling bonds density by SiOx layer. Meanwhile, a high-low junction was formed
between doped poly-Si and c-Si, which could reduce interface minority carrier density to
realize carrier-selective transport. The mechanism of carrier transport through poly-Si/
SiOx/c-Si as we discussed above. There are two main carrier transport: 1) current comes
from electrons tunnel through SiOx layer. 2) current that flows through SiOx film’s pinholes and these two kinds of charge carrier transport contributed to the device current.
From section 4.1 and 4.2, annealing temperature and annealing duration play a significant
role in POLO passivation, due to the facts that SiOx evolution process and a-Si/poly-S i
phase transformation rely on the heat treatment.
Here we present the development of in-situ phosphorus-doped electron-selective
passivated contacts. The contacts structure consists of chemically grown SiOx and doped
poly-crystalline silicon as figure 24(c) presented. Both PECVD and LPCVD technology
were applied on phosphorous doped poly-crystalline silicon films fabrication.
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Figure 24: (a) the structure of a-Si(n)/SiOx/c-S symmetric stack obtained by PECVD. (b) the structure
of poly-Si(n)/SiOx/c-S symmetric stack obtained by LPCVD. (c) the symmetric structure of n-type
POLO contact.

4.3.1 LPCVD Deposited n-type POLO Passivating Contact Optimization
For LPCVD depositions, deposition temperature, poly siliocn film thickness and
phosphorous doping concentration were tuned, in order to find the best passivation.
Moreover, poly-crystalline silicon was relaxed after 850°C annealing. The relationship
between crystal relaxation time and corresponding minority carrier lifetime were also
investigated.
As section 3.2.2 discussed, sample L1, L2, L3 were deposited under 600°C, 625°C,
650°C respectively. Then samples were transferred to tube furnace for annealing for 30
minutes under 850°C. After annealing minority carrier lifetime are presented in figure
25(a). Results showed that 600°C is the best deposition temperature for n-type poly
crystalline silicon deposited by LPCVD. Figure 25(c), plotted how the poly-Si film
thickness affects the POLO contact passivation. One obvious tendency is that minority
carrier lifetime was enhanced by thickening the poly-Si film, then the minority carrier
lifetime was gradually saturated. The reason for this trend is still unconfirmed, a possible
explanation can be deduced as band bending. Conduction bands and valence bands bent
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around contact interface due to band energy different, and carrier-selective could be
obtained by proper band bending. Doping concentration, film thickness has direct effects
on the band bending [71][72]. Therefore, the poly silicon film thickness effect the contact
passivation, with poly silicon thickness increase, the electric field strength experienced a
path that enhances and then saturated, and the contact passivation experienced the same
path.
Based on the optimized 600°C deposition temperature and 45 minutes deposition
time, the dopant (phosphorus) concentration was tuned. Sample AL4, AL5, AL6 with 1%,
1.4%, and 0.6% phosphorus concentration was prepared respectively. Figure 25(b) shows
the relationship between different doping concentration and contacts passivation. The
increase from 0.6% to 1.4% dopant concentration led the minority carrier lifetime to
experience increase and decrease, and 1% phosphorus shown the best carrier lifetime. With
the increased dopants concentration, the electric field strength was increased accordingly
between c-Si and poly-Si enhanced. Therefore, minority carrier concentration around the
SiOx/c-Si interface reduced during the process, which in turn, resulted in the increase of
minority carrier lifetime [28]. However, with dopant atoms expansion in polycrystalline
silicon films, defects state density proliferated. Although the defects density increased, the
contact passivation should still be enhanced due to the interface high-low junction force
enhancement, however, the experimental results contradict. This inconsistency could be
explained by dopants diffusion: as dopants diffuse cross SiOx and move into c-Si., which
can create additional defect states, for example in n-type devices, phosphorus atoms can
locate around SiOx/c-Si interface and inside c-Si bulk which induces defects states, thus
causing the drop of minority carrier lifetime [70][73]
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Figure 25(d) illustrated the influence of crystal relaxation on contacts passivation.
Several samples were relaxed at 400°C for 1,2,3 hours, respectively. From the chart, it is
clear that the minority carrier lifetime is related to samples relaxation time, the longer
relaxation time, the better contacts passivation. Carrier lifetime was increased from 7ms
(at 1015cm-3 minority carrier density) that the sample without relaxation to 10ms (at 1015cm3

minority carrier density) that the sample relaxes 3 hours in pure nitrogen environment.

The possible reason for the effects of crystal relaxation can be concluded as the reducing
of trap states density around polysilicon grain surface and SiOx interlayer. Firstly, 400°C
is a safe temperature regarding the phosphorus diffusion in poly-Si [74]. Secondly, since
400°C is an appropriate relaxation for both poly-Si and SiOx film, during the relaxation
process, tension between silicon grains was released and the crystal mismatch was
mitigated. Moreover, traps density around polysilicon grain boundaries was decreased,
which could reduce defects density in the pinhole area, where the polysilicon and c-Si
direct contact. Similiar mechanism may occur in SiOx film, during relaxation process,
atoms in SiOx became more organized, result in a drop of SiOx/c-Si interface defects states
density. These suggest that the defects density decreased around the interface, which results
in better passivation. Figure 25(e) demonstrates the relation between annealing time and ntype POLO contact passivation. With annealing time increasing, the passivation
experiences an increase and then a decrease pathway. To improve the passivation, we can
explain the performance enhancement as evolutions of SiOx film and a-Si film. During
these evolution processes, interface defects density was reduced with the formation of
interface electric field, which could improve passivation. However, phosphorus atoms
diffusion process is observed to be accompanied with these evolutions. More and more P
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atoms would diffuse into c-Si and accumulate around SiOx/c-Si interface, which induces
defects density around interface and c-Si bulk, and affect negatively on contact passivation
[73]. We found the best annealing temperature was 850°C from figure 25(f) for n-type
POLO contact, and the detail was demonstrated in section 4.1. Combining the results of
figure (e),(f) and the conclusion of section 4.1, we can tell the POLO contact is a dynamic
process during annealing. These processes are the combination of dopant atoms diffusion,
SiOx and poly-Si evolutions. The better passivation could be realized by tunning these
parameters.
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Figure 25: Minority carrier lifetime reached by symmetric n-type POLO contact under different
parameters: (a) different deposition temperature (L1-600°C, L2-625°C, L3-650°C). (b) 0.6%, 1.0%,
and 1.4% doping concentration. (c) different poly-Si film deposition time (30mins, 45mins, 15mins).
(d) poly-Si film relaxation time under 400°C (0, 1, 2, 3 hours). (e) Minority carrier lifetime under
different annealing time (at 850°C). (f) minority carrier lifetime at different annealing temperature (30
minutes annealing time).
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4.3.2 PECVD Deposited n-type poly-crystalline Silicon Passivate Contact
Optimization
As we discussed in section 4.1, the best annealing temperature for phosphorus doped
poly-Si and a-Si is 850°C, and the reasons can be concluded as the SiOx structure evolution
process and phosphorus atoms diffusion effects on POLO contacts passivation. Additional
experiments that explored the influence of dopant concentration on POLO contacts
passivation were conducted as dopant gas ratio tuning during amorphous silicon films
deposition. From figure 26(a), the best passivation was obtained at 1.5% PH3/SiH4 gas flow
ratio. Further increase of dopant gas flow ratio would decrease POLO contacts passivation.
This phenomenon can be explained as phosphorus atom diffusion into c-Si, which creates
higher interface defects density. Figure 26(b), demonstrated the contact resistivity of 30
nm phosphorus doped poly-Si that fabricated with 1.5% PH3/SiH4 gas ratio on c-Si(n)
wafers. 21mΩ·cm2 is extracted from the I-V curves with different contact diameters.
Figure 26(c) shows the POLO contact passivation with different a-Si thickness. Similar to
POLO contact that obtained by LPCVD, with a-Si film thickness from 20 nm to 50 nm,
passivation enhanced and then saturated. The possible reason is band bending around
interface as we discussed in last section.

Figure 26: (a) different PH3 /SiH4 gases flow ratio and corresponded minority carrier lifetime. (b) The
I-V curve of n-poly/c-Si(n) contacts on different Al circular contact area and simulated contact
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resistivity is 21Ω·cm2 . (c) n-type POLO contact minority carrier lifetime with 20, 30, 50 nm P doped
a-Si respectively.

From the experiments that we discussed above, with the optimized n-type POLO
contact that fabricated by PECVD, a minority carrier lifetime over 3ms, iVoc 710mV, and
contact resistivity <25mΩ·cm2 can be obtained, which promise a good device performance.

4.4 p-type poly-crystalline Silicon Passivation
p-type POLO passivating contact obtained by PECVD was optimized in this section.
Dopant concentration was optimized first, realized by tuning the B2H6 and SiH4 gases flow
ratio, in order to change dopants (boron atoms) concentration in poly-Si films.
B2H6(10%)/Ar and SiH4 ratio was explored in three sets: 1:5, 2:5, and 3:5 corresponded to
sample PP-1, PP-2, PP-3, respectively. Samples were fabricated in symmetrical poly-Si(p)/
SiOx/c-Si/ SiOx/ poly-Si(p) stack and then was moved to tube furnace for further annealing
(850°C, 30 minutes).
After annealing, the samples’ passivation results are shown in figure 27 (a), the
general trend is that minority carrier lifetime first experiences an (under 1015 minority
carrier density and 1 sun condition) increasing, then decreases. Boron atoms concentration
is a factor which reflects the strength of high-low junction around SiOx and c-Si interface,
with the electric field force enhancement, minority carrier density was decreased between
SiOx/c-Si contact, thus the carrier lifetime expanded. During the annealing process, Si-H
bonds were broken, poly-Si grain growth was facilitated,

and boron atoms started to

diffuse [70][75]. Some of boron atoms accumulated around SiOx interlayer and parts of
boron atoms penetrate through SiOx film and diffuse into c-Si as figure 29 shown. With
increasing boron atoms concentration, more interface defects were created during
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annealing [70]. Therefore, lifetime decreased due to the existence of interface defects. The
doping concentration optimization process, in fact, is the trade-off between electric field
force strength and interface defects density.

Figure 27: (a) minority carrier lifetime of p-type POLO symmetric stack under 1:5, 2:5, and 3:5
B2H6(10%)/Ar and SiH4 ratio, corresponded to sample PP-1, PP-2, and PP-3 respectively. (b)
minority carrier lifetime of p-type POLO symmetric stack under annealing temperature. (c)
Symmetric p-type POLO contact minority carrier lifetime (under 1015cm-3 minority carrier
density) with 15mins, 30mins, 60mins annealing time respectively. (d) I-V curve that measured
by probe station under different contact area. The calculated contact resistivity for polySi(p)/SiOx/c-Si is 1.3 Ω·cm2 .

As discussed above, annealing process affects the POLO passivation directly.
Moreover, activation temperature of boron is different from phosphorus in poly-Si films.
Thus, the best annealing temperature needs to be explored. Figure 23(b) shows the results
of p-type poly-Si passivation (open circuit voltage) and corresponded annealing
temperature. The best annealing temperature is 850°C which is same with phosphorus
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doped poly-Si (850°C). This phenomenon proves the POLO contact passivation mainly
influence by SiOx interlayer. The mechanism of passivation variation under different
annealing temperature comes from the SiOx film evolution process, which we have already
discussed in chapter 4.1.

Figure 28: (a) p-type POLO passivate contact PL image with a “bright circle”, (b) p-type POLO
passivate contact PL image after wafers treated with high temperature (>1000°C) under pure O2
environment.

Annealing time effect on p-type POLO ( 30nm thickness, B2H6 (10%)/Ar and SiH4
ratio were 2:5 ) was shown in figure 27(c). Annealing 30mins obtain the best passivation.
Similar to n-type POLO contact we discussed in section 4.3.1, the passivation is a tradeoff between SiOx and poly-Si evolution process and boron atoms diffusion. We can tell the
best annealing duration for phosphorus-doped n-type contact is longer than born doped
POLO contact. We can attribute this to the diffusion energy difference between P and B
atoms, B atoms have larger diffusion coefficiency than P atoms in poly-silicon [74].
Annealing Poly-Si (p)/ SiOx/c-Si contact resistivity was measured by probe station, and
calculated based on spreading resistance model [53]. ~1mΩ·cm2 contact resistivity (figure
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27(d)) achieved suggests a promising doped poly-Si performance on the double-sided polySi solar cells.
Besides the contact resistivity, passivation homogeneity is another influentia l
parameters for solar cell performance. The homogeneity of poly-Si film passivation was
measured by PL image, shown in Figure 28 (a), which is the film distribution of a 4-inch
wafer of poly-Si(p). The appearance of the “bright ring” indicates heterogeneous
passivation. energy traps located above the valence band edge results in the carrier lifetime
decrease of wafer “central part”. these energy traps created by FZ ingots fast growth rate
[76][77]. Wafers procced with high-temperature annealing (>1000°C annealing) under
pure O2 environment [78]. As figure 28 (b) shown, recombination active region removed,
uniform passivation distribution obtained from our samples.
Combing these experiments together, we can get the optimized parameters as 30nm
thickness, B2H6 (10%)/Ar and SiH4 ratio were 2:5, annealing temperature 850°C, and
annealing duration 30mins.

Figure 29: Doping profile measured by SIMS for the p-type POLO contact (30nm p-type poly-si)
that annealing at 850°C for 30mins.
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4.5 Hydrogen Atoms Passivation on p-type poly-Silicon Contacts
From section 4.3 and 4.4, we have obtained and optimized n-type and p-type POLO
passivating contacts. For poly-Si(n)/ SiOx/c-Si contacts, >10ms and >3ms minority carrier
lifetime were achieved by LPCVD and PECVD respectively. Unsatisfying p-type polycrystalline silicon passivated contacts (~800μs minority carrier lifetime) is the main
limitation for double side poly-Si device performance.
To further increase the poly-Si (p)/SiOx/c-Si contacts passivation, atomic hydrogen
passivation after high-temperature annealing is required, in order to decrease SiOx/c-Si
interface defects states density [79][80][81]. After >800°C annealing, crystallized poly-Si
films, and SiOx interface still have high density of defects, additionally, boron atoms that
diffuse around the interface and c-Si bulk created defects around SiOx/c-Si contacts as well.
Hence, p-type POLO contacts passivation could be enhanced by hydrogen passivation
based on the mechanism that hydrogen atoms would diffuse through poly-Si/ SiOx/c-Si
contacts and chemically incorporated with defects. Hydrogen gas is the normal hydrogen
source that applied for hydrogen passivation [82][83][73]. However, compared with
hydrogen atoms sources, the passivation efficiency of hydrogen molecules is relatively low
[60]. The lower efficiency of hydrogen molecules as H source is mainly due to the lower
atomic hydrogen concentration and lower diffusion coefficient in poly-Si [84]. Atomic
hydrogen concentration in molecular hydrogen gas stays at a low level, due to the higher
energy requirement for breaking H-H bonds. Atomic hydrogen reaction with defects is the
only way for hydrogen passivation [82][85].
Here, the sketch includes the forming gas (4% H2/N2) (figure 30 (a)), SiNx capping
layer deposited by PECVD figure 30 (b), and TiOx capping layer fabricated by ALD (figure
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30 (c)), were shown. PECVD deposited SiNx films contain a high concentration of atomic
hydrogen, which come from unbonded H atoms and weak H atoms’ bonds. Different from
SiNx capping layer, the atomic hydrogen in TiOx come from H2O decomposition [86]. After
the deposition of capping layers, samples were annealed in tube furnace for 2 hours under
nitrogen gas. These three hydrogen sources passivation results are illustrated in figure 31.

Figure 30: the schematic of POLO contact passivated by (a) forming gas, (b) SiNx capping layer, (c)
TiOx capping layer.

Minority carrier lifetime was enhanced after annealing for stacks that H contained
capping layers. During the annealing process, atomic hydrogen could diffuse into stacks,
and passivate defects. Before annealing, the poly-Si(p)/SiOx/c-Si/SiOx/poly-Si(p) stacks
show their minority carrier lifetime are around 500μs. After subsequent hydrogen
passivation, the minority carrier lifetime has reached more than 1ms, both for SiNx and
TiOx capping layers. The implied open circuit voltage was also increased from 668mV to
685mV, and 665mV to 697mV under 1 sun (Sinton WCT-120, USA), for TiOx and SiNx
capping layer passivation respectively. Compared to TiOx and SiNx capping layers, the
forming gas (4%H2/N2) passivate efficiency at 450°C is relatively low, as figure 31(a)
shown, after FGA annealing, the minority carrier lifetime was slightly enhanced. However,
when the forming gas annealed at 850°C, the minority carrier lifetime increase from 300μs
to >1ms. The reason for this enhancement is coming from defects, located around SiOx/cSi interface, passivated by atomic hydrogen. Dangling bonds which comes from interstitial
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oxygen (Oi), were created between SiOx/c-Si interface during wet SiOx growth and high
temperature anneal process [87][79][88]. We regard these interface dangling bonds as
defects which create energy state within the silicon band gap. Forming gas passivates these
interface dangling bonds during annealing process, and the passivation process was
described as following reaction process：
𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 + 𝐻𝐻2 ↔ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏 + 𝐻𝐻

(20)

Where 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏 represented paramegnetic defects at the (100) Si- SiOx interface.

The reaction occurs above ~220°C, and 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑏𝑏 dissociated when the annealing temperture >
550°C [80]. For POLO contacts, SiOx/c-Si interface defects were passivated by forming

gas and the annealing temperature is around 600°C [89][90][91]. Different with SiO2/c-Si
contact, which forming gas passivation occurred from 220°C to 500°C [80]. The possible
reason of higher annealing temperature for POLO contact passivation is the hydrogen
molecules diffusion hinderd by poly silicon[92].

Figure 31: Minority carrier lifetime of p-type POLO stack (a) without FGA, and FGA under 450°C
and 850°C. (b) Without SiNx capping layer, and with SiNx capping layer annealed under 500°C for 30
minutes. (c) Without TiOx capping layer, and with TiOx capping layer annealed under 500°C for 30
minutes

In this section, the hydrogen passivation approach was implemented to p-type polySi contacts, in order to moderate the effects that boron atoms diffusion into the poly-Si/
SiOx/c-Si interface and SiOx/c-Si interface dangling bonds density. From the results of the
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experiments, forming gas and capping layers enhanced POLO contacts passivation.
Forming gas annealing is a promising way to passivate POLO contacts compared with
atomic hydrogen gathering in capping layers, due to more simplified process.

4.5 Flat Double-sided poly-Silicon Solar Cell Devices
Based on the optimized doped poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si contacts, double-sided POLO
contacts solar cell were fabricated. The devices fabrication followed the process that we
discussed in section 3.4. Forming gas was applied during POLO contacts annealing, in
order to induce atomic hydrogen passivation. Figure 32 demonstrates the structure of flat
double-sided poly-Si solar cell.

Figure 32: (a) the structure of double sides poly-Si solar cell

Control devices without hydrogen passivation were fabricated and compared with
devices, which have post hydrogen passivation. The I-V measurements were demonstrated
in figure 33(a) with corresponded device EQE shown in figure 33(b).
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The main difference between these two devices is the open circuit voltage. After the
atomic hydrogen passivation, the open circuit voltage was increased from 659mV to
689mV, this enhancement mainly comes from the enhanced passivation of poly-Si/ SiOx/cSi. Figure 33(b) shows the EQE and reflectance curves of these two devices. The EQE
spectrum between 600nm-1100nm with an “up” shift proved the enhancement of interface
passivation. Figure 33(c) is the PL image of hydrogen passivated device without silver
mesh, and figure 33(d) is the image of final solar cells.

Figure 33: (a) I-V curves of POLO contact devices with and without hydrogen passivation, (b) EQE
spectrums of POLO contact devices with and without hydrogen passivation. (c) PL image of hydrogen
passivated device without silver mesh printing. (d) image of final devices.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis, POLO contacts passivation and charge carrier transport mechanisms
were investigated. POLO contacts passivation was optimized and a complete procedure of
POLO solar cell fabrication was established.
Firstly, interface SiOx layer evolution

processes under different annealing

temperature have been investigated. Not only the morphology of SiOx film but also the Si
and O element ratio would change at different temperature during heat treatment. The best
annealing temperature discovered is 850°C for n-type and p-type POLO contacts.
Secondly, charge carrier transport mechanism for POLO contact structure under the best
annealing temperature is proven to be the combination of carrier tunneling through SiOx
layer and transporting through pinholes directly.
Moreover, n-type POLO contact passivation was optimized. After optimization, the
minority carrier lifetime of n-type POLO contact that obtained from LPCVD has reached
over 10 ms. Over 3ms minority carrier lifetime obtained by PECVD. and the contact
resistivity acquired around 21 mΩ·cm2.
More than 700μs minority carrier lifetime was achieved by optimized p-type POLO
contact. After further hydrogen passivation, p-type POLO contact minority carrier lifetime
can be enhanced over 1.8 ms, and iVoc>690mV, J0<5fA/cm2.
The final POLO solar cell was fabricated based on optimized n-type and p-type
POLO contacts. POLO solar cells exhibit a relatively high open-circuit voltage and fill
factor. However, there still have some weakness need to be solved. Further investigation
on these challenges will be the next steps, such as moving to a textured front surface in
order to enhance the short circuit current density of POLO solar cell. Applying BF3 dopant
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gas for PECVD deposition is a potential solution for p-type POLO contact passivation
problem [93]. High-temperature silver paste is available to be implemented in POLO
contacts solar cells, due to POLO contact high-temperature tolerance. TCO layer could be
replaced by high-temperature silver paste firing contacts, which could reduce POLO
contacts solar cells’ cost.
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